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encompass not only the threat to human life in the current moment but the attendant loss of
work and opportunity.
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The Sculptures of Franco Mazzuchelli
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In the time of COVID-19, the artist's pulmonary pangs at
ChertLüdde, Berlin, feel uncomfortably prescient
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The show at ChertLüdde is historical; it reprises a 1969 exhibition wherein the artist filled
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Galleria Canale in Venice with these same sculptures and installed similar inflatable shapes on
the neighbouring canal. Nonetheless, what stands out today is the work’s seamlessness with
the present. Consider the kinship between his inflating quasi-organs and Olga Balema’s water-

In the late 1960s, Franco Mazzucchelli found something that eludes many artists: the

and metal-filled PVC bags, such as Threat to Civilization (2015), which are like artificial,
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cyberpunk spleens and bladders. If you told me that the latter were siblings of Mazzuchelli’s

confluence of novelty and timeliness. Presented at ChertLüdde, five large, inflatable, orange
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inflatables, produced in the same year rather than decades apart, I’d believe you.

and white PVC shapes (all Untitled, 1969) hang from the gallery ceiling like alien organs. Each
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piece comprises four hanging protuberances, which repeatedly inflate and go limp. Up above,
pneumatics feed this cycle: transparent tubes lead back to an orange pipe spanning the
gallery’s ceiling, disappearing into white walls. Mazzucchelli's cartoonish, geometric forms are
charming albeit unsettling analogues for cycles of life, routines and mortality.
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You could think of these sculptures as abstracted lungs, connected to the gallery’s
cardiovascular system. It’s tiresome, in times of crisis, to find art made into a metaphor for
plight. But certain resonances are inescapable. During the current pandemic, as we gasp for air
(some more than others), Mazzucchelli’s cartoonish cycles of inflation and collapse feel
uncomfortably prescient. The work now seems a dream image of our underlying fears, which
encompass not only the threat to human life in the current moment but the attendant loss of
work and opportunity.
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Does this kinship testify more to the timelessness of the Italian’s work or to the disorienting
stylistic and temporal heterogeneity of recent art? It’s hard to say. To look back in history is to
realize that Mazzucchelli’s sculpture is also unmistakably of its time. By 1969, pop art, which
similarly foregrounded the power of taught and bright surfaces, had been firmly on the map for

Franco Mazzucchelli, Untitled,
2014, PVC, air, 80 cm ø 350 cm.
Courtesy: the artist and
ChertLüdde, Berlin; photograph:
Trevor Llyod

Does this kinship testify more to the timelessness of the Italian’s work or to the disorienting
stylistic and temporal heterogeneity of recent art? It’s hard to say. To look back in history is to
realize that Mazzucchelli’s sculpture is also unmistakably of its time. By 1969, pop art, which
similarly foregrounded the power of taught and bright surfaces, had been firmly on the map for
well over a decade. This was also the year that Hans Haacke created his canonical Circulation,
wherein water and air are pumped through banal plastic tubes, tossed across gallery floors.
Haacke’s minimal approach toggles between alienating pretension, in the way it seems to
present viewers with a near absence of aesthetic effort, and a less immediately apparent kind
of generosity, in the way it makes room for viewers’ own projections. By contrast, Mazzuchelli’s
work comes across like a class clown rupturing torpor with wit.
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Franco Mazzucchelli,
Abbandono (Como
Lake), 1970, felt-tip pen
on photographic paper,
40 × 30 cm. Courtesy:
the artist and
ChertLüdde, Berlin;
photograph: Trevor Llyod

In a room adjacent to the sculptures, several annotated photographs and videos document the
artist’s ‘Abbandono’ series from the 1970s. In each of the photos, a similar, large inflatable work
deserted in some European landscape, with scrawled writing describing the gesture's location
and date, sometimes accompanied by quasi-evidentiary cuttings from the PVC sculpture. These
efforts tapped into other contemporaneous veins: land art, in its grand sublimity, and radical
acts of performance art, such as Bas Jan Ader's 1975 disappearance work, In Search of the
Miraculous. Mazzucchelli’s sculptures blow life into these traditions, even as they deflate them.
Franco Mazzucchelli, ‘plongée en apnée’ runs at ChertLüdde, Berlin, until 30 May 2020.
Main image: Franco Mazzucchelli, Untitled, 1969, PVC, air, timer, air pump; four sculptures, each 1.4 × 2.0 × 2.0 m. Courtesy:
the artist and ChertLüdde, Berlin; photograph: Trevor Lloyd
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Franco Mazzucchelli at ChertLüdde
April 14, 2020

Venue: ChertLüdde, Berlin, Germany
Search …

Date: March 14 – May 30, 2020
Photography: all images copyright and courtesy of the artist and ChertLüdde, Berlin
ChertLüdde is pleased to present plongée en apnée, its second solo exhibition with Franco
Mazzucchelli (b. 1939, Milan). The installation reactivates for the ﬁrst time a historic exhibition
inaugurated in 1969 at Galleria Canale in Venice. The artist produced a series of his now-idiosyncratic
pneumatic sculptures and an inﬂating/deﬂating indoor installation. While the outdoor area was
inhabited by buoyant shapes ﬂoating above land and water, the interior gallery was transformed into
a giant pulmonary system, with towering PVC sculptures occluding the space. Inspired by Venice’s
particularly amphibious landscape, Mazzucchelli accentuated the inﬂuence of the natural
environment throughout the exhibition, creating a circulatory system alluding to the unceasing
movement of water and air in the human body and its surroundings– a metaphysi-cal contemplation
on the rhythm of life.
Drawing a connection between the realms of air and water, the artist also necessarily pointed to their
physically oppositional qualities, and our inability to exist in one completely without the other.
Likewise, Mazzucchelli’s work was never meant to be isolated from the public. Always challenging the
distance placed between art and observers, Mazzucchelli made art to be intimately encountered,
invitations to action which in turn became performative, saturating the works with life and breath. In
their provocation of the accepted rules within art and society and the enmeshment of the two
domains, the works seem to be in a constant state of apnea, allowing for the fruition of another
dimension in which the artist has expressed a language for more than 50 years. His interest in
entering foreign territories and alienating familiar ones has thus always remained at the core of his
practice.
The exhibition at ChertLüdde includes documentary footage of six public interventions which took
place over the course of nearly a decade, from 1970 to 1977. In the videos, inﬂatable PVC sculptures
are “abandoned” by the artist in public spaces across Italy and left to their fates. The
Abbandono series, as it was called, later transitioned into A. to A. (Art to Abandon), a decades–spanning
output which became principal to Mazzucchelli’s practice.
FRANCO MAZZUCCHELLI (b. 1939, Milan) lives and works in Milan. He was professor of Techniques
of Sculpture at the Brera Academy of Fine Arts in Milan. Since the early 1970s Franco Mazzucchelli has
created environmental installations placing inﬂatable volumes in cities’ public spaces and outdoor
environments. His works have been shown in historical exhibitions, including the 15th Milan
Triennale (1973), the 37th Venice Biennale (1976) and the 11th Rome Quadrennial (1986).
His inﬂatable sculptures have been displayed in several spaces in Italy and abroad, such as
Camargue, Milan (i.e. Alfa Romeo’s factory, Fine Art Academy of Brera’s courtyard, outside the Sforza
Castle among others), Volterra, Bergamo, Varese, Lake Como, Milan, Munich and more.

Artist: Franco Mazzucchelli

Recent solo and group exhibitions include: plongée en apnée, ChertLüdde, Berlin (2020); The Height
Whirls, Stronger Than You, Even, Hakgojae Gallery, Seoul (2019); Time Is Thirsty, Kunsthalle Wien,
Museumsquart-ier, Vienna (2019); Floating Utopias, ArtScience Museum, Singapore (2019); The
Negative Space, Zentrum für Kunst und Medientechnologie, Karlsruhe (2019); Uncertain 4, Gallery
Weekend Beijing (2019); Art Basel Feature, booth with ChertLüdde, Basel (2018); Floating Utopias,
nGbK, Berlin (2018); Non ti abbandonerò mai. Franco Mazzucchelli 1964 – 1979, Museo del Novecento,
Milan (2018); Pneuma, ChertLüdde, Berlin (2018); Riappropriazioni, Converso, Milan (2017); Abiti da

Museumsquart-ier, Vienna (2019); Floating Utopias, ArtScience Museum, Singapore (2019); The
Negative Space, Zentrum für Kunst und Medientechnologie, Karlsruhe (2019); Uncertain 4, Gallery
Weekend Beijing (2019); Art Basel Feature, booth with ChertLüdde, Basel (2018); Floating Utopias,
nGbK, Berlin (2018); Non ti abbandonerò mai. Franco Mazzucchelli 1964 – 1979, Museo del Novecento,
Milan (2018); Pneuma, ChertLüdde, Berlin (2018); Riappropriazioni, Converso, Milan (2017); Abiti da
lavoro, Triennale di Milano, Milan (2014).
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Franco Mazzucchelli, Untitled, 2014, PVC, air, 80 cm ø 350 cm (31 ½ inches ø 137 ¾ inches)
Franco Mazzucchelli, Untitled, 1969, PVC, air, timer, air pump (one composition of four inﬂatable
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[e Gallery] Sculptures inflated with “own breath” … Franco
Mazzucchelli’s ‘Bieca Decorazione’
Hyunjoo Oh | 2020-1-7 12:35
Pioneer who utilizes PVC to create sculptures
Statement against the commercialization of art
Objet hanging on the wall, ‘pure decoration’

Franco Mazzucchelli, Bieca Decorazione (PhotoⓒTrevor Lloyd)

There are inflated shiny sculptures. They seem to be strong, perhaps they are able to endure children
jumping on them. Evident from the injection tube in a corner, air must be the filling of these sculptures.
Italian artist, Franco Mazzucchelli is a pioneer who utilizes synthetic materials. He is well known for his
inflatable sculptures made from PVC. The artist’s mastering of the skills of measuring, cutting, and
assembling is also revolutionary. Since his first PVC work was made in 1964, it has been about 60 years
since he has been making them.
Bieca Decorazione is a series that the artist has been consistently working on since 1971. In Italian, it
means ‘pure decoration.’ As indicated in the title, the ‘decorative’ objet is its characteristic. The artist
affirmed that anything hung on the wall is ‘pure decoration.’ However, as the artist himself blows in his
breath to awaken the works, it seems that this act itself reaches the peak of ‘purity.’
The Height Whirls, Stronger Than You, Even, on view until January 12th, 2020 at Hakgojae Gallery is
his first solo exhibition in Asia.
January 7th, 2020
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Italian Master’s First Solo Exhibition in Asia
Italian Postmodernist master, Franco Mazzucchelli is having his first solo exhibition in Asia, in Seoul.
He is a pioneer who utilizes synthetic materials to create sculptures, and drew out artistic qualities from
decorative sculptures by pursuing ‘pure decoration.’ Franco Mazzucchelli: The Height Whirls, Stronger
Than You, Even explores the artist’s oeuvre as a whole in one place. The exhibition continues until
January 12th, 2020 at Hakgojae Gallery, Space 1.
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‘Pure Decoration’ that connect with people
Franco Mazzucchelli’s first solo exhibition in Asia, The Height Whirls, Stronger Than You, Even opened
at Hakgojae Gallery. Mazzucchelli is a pioneer who utilizes synthetic materials to create sculptures. He
became renowned in the early 1960s through his groundbreaking idea of bringing in industrial PVC into
his artistic production processes. Bieca Decorazione, presented in this exhibition, is a series that the
artist has been consistently working on since 1971. In Italian, it means ‘pure decoration,’ and consists
of PVC material. The elements of form, color, volume, etc. opens up the possibility of infinite
combinations. The works are completed with the artist’s breath blown in through the injection tube
placed on the façade of the work. Soft and sleek sculptures that come to life through delicate breath
strongly capture the viewer’s eyes. “Tradition of the new” must be something ‘delightful.’
Yerim Kim
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politicizzata, dell’opera, che finalmente contesta se stessa, i linguaggi
tradizionali e le logiche speculative del sistema. E che, già dai primi
anni Sessanta, si libera del suo piedistallo, per divenire leggera e
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dell’immaginario che forse lui, vista anche l’età, non sperava più di
diventare. Pioniere del pvc e di una concezione fuori dai canoni,
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oltre quaranta, di Tecniche della scultura) in quella star di punta

deperibile come suo piedistallo, per divenire leggera e deperibile come
un gigantesco gonfiabile, una struttura posta a diretto contatto con la
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vita, con il sociale, con i quartieri popolari, le periferie degradate e i
cortili del mondo operaio. Mazzucchelli testimonia invece la radicalità,
l’energia e l’inesauribile freschezza di un passato prossimo che torna a
riguardare i giovani di oggi. Evidentemente affascinati da credo come

Senza perdere la
leggerezza: Franco
Mazzucchelli

«l’arte ha un ruolo sociale che non dovrebbe essere mai mercificato»,
che a tutt’oggi regolano e argomentano la sua pratica anticommerciale
dell’arte.
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E dai bianchi e nero delle stampe fotografiche che le sue installazioni
in pvc documentano, confrontate, agite, calpestate dal pubblico e
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trasformate in forme collettive di gioco, libera interazione e
appropriazione.

Le nuove generazioni
l’hanno riscoperto, dando il
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Alle gallerie ha sempre preferito la strada. Che ha invaso per decenni con i suoi
gonfiabili. Celebrando la gioia e l’anticommercio.
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inquietudini e fermenti dell’oggi. Rendendo attuale e internazionale
l’arte di Mazzucchelli, fatta di gonfiabili da lasciare al giudizio del
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per anni e mettendo tecnicamente a punto l’impiego di materiali
plastici diversi e così da produrre manualmente e a basso costo le sue
gonfiabili resistenti sculture. Perfezionate tanto da potere assumere, già
a partire dal 1969, la dimensione monumentale di colonne, volte ad
arco e squadrati o stondati parallelepipedi. E concepite come opere
libere, svincolate da etichette e definizioni. Opere “da abbandonare” e
dimenticare in spazi aperti, fra le dune della Camargue, a stretto
contatto dei turisti e degli abitanti di Volterra o del lago di Como.
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“Abbandoni”, sperimentando per anni e mettendo tecnicamente a
punto l’impiego di materiali plastici diversi e così da produrre
manualmente e a basso costo le sue gonfiabili resistenti sculture.
Perfezionate tanto da potere assumere, già a partire dal 1969, la
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riguardare i giovani di oggi. Evidentemente affascinati da credo come
«l’arte ha un ruolo sociale che non dovrebbe essere mai mercificato»,
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installazioni in pvc documentano, confrontate, agite, calpestate dal
pubblico e trasformate in forme collettive di gioco, libera interazione e
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1nonu1nentaliry belies the fact that they are things rnade to disappear, like inflatable toys left at a community
pool or a seaside resort.
Continuing to showcase Mazzucchelli’s use of PVC and air as materials, six further blo\v-up works from his
series “Bieca decorazione” (Pure Banal Decoration}, 2002-, populate the gallery’s remaining rooms. The rnost
recent work fro1n this series on display here, Bieca decorazione, 1017, is composed of three rows of five square
“canvases” of black PVC that have abstract patterns heat-stamped onto thern. The outcorne is a succession of
puzzling shapes embedded within a rnaterial-black PVC-that is linked more with industrial products or BDSM
outfits than with art, covering the entirety of one \Vall. It reminded me of the padded \Valls of a room in a
rnental hospital-not the most lightsome of associations. And yet I wanted to bounce off the piece as if it were
the wall of an inflatable bouncy castle.
Like the artist’s larger outdoor pieces, the generally smaller wall works provoke questions of cherishabiliry and
collectability: Are these artworks to keep and treasure? Or are they just temporary “decoration,” as the title
says? The air valve for each square has been visibly placed in its lower right corner, where the artist’s signature
is traditionally found. \Vhile Mazzucchelli has “signed” them by spelling out his name in embossed letters
around the valve, I couldn’t help but wonder what he would think if I \Vere to open one, deflating it-its content
disappearing into thin air like sorne of his earlier works.
-Aaron Bogart

Franco Mazzucchelli
CHERTLUDDE
Air is the stuff breath is made of. It is also a prime element in the delightful sculptures and wall works of Franco
Mazzucchelli, whose first solo exhibition in Germany, “Pneurna,” offers a snapshot of the Italian artist’s long
career devoted to perceptively questioning our physical and financial interactions \Vith sculpture and with the
very nature of the art object.
Born in Milan in 1939, Mazzucchelli has been \Vorking with plastics, such as polyurethane, polyester resin, and
inflatable PVC, since 1964, when he started to rnake sculptures using these synthetic rnaterials. In the series “A.
to A.,” 1964- {the title stands for “Art to Abandon”}, he fills hefty tubular forms with air, places then1 in public
spaces, and leaves the1n there. The sculptures becorne part of the surrounding environment in the way an
official or sanctioned piece of public art would, but only for a brief tin1e: They are soon moved or destroyed by
the autthorities or by passersby. Consequently, photographs provide the only existing evidence of 1nany of the
sculptures. Even those that survive exist in a condition between permanence and ephemeraliry, durable public
sculpture and fleeting civic intrusion. Because of their ambiguous ontology, they can operate in a multitude
of environ1nents. Cono 1 and Cono 2, both 2013, part of the “A. to A.” series, were originally produced for an
outdoor exhibition in Santa Margherita Ligure, Italy, but find new life in this exhibition. The two bulky orange
cones of PVC almost fill a room: One sits on the floor, extending into a second room; the other stands partially
upright, co1nically attempting to fit in. The disruptive effect of putting the oversize sculptures into a small
space is hu1norous but also encourages a tactile encounter and dra\vs our attention to the physical po\ver of
sculpture, both outdoors and indoors. But these blowup sculptures have less in co1nmon with other inflatable
public works-by Jeff Koons or Paul McCarthy, for example-than one 1night initially think. Mazzucchelli’s
sculptures use humor and theatricality to draw our attention to the imrnediate environment, but the fact that
they are intended to be discarded clearly subverts the typical capitalist orientation of art objects. Their sociable
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works brought together from between 1964 and 1979 and exhibited for the first time) – which, put
simply, consists in blowing air into large plastic inflatable objects, mostly black or white, in the shape
of spirals, spheres or rings (like those parked on the roof of the museum), and then abandoning them
in a square or a park (the origin of their eloquent name: Abandonments), and then have it circulate in
transparent polyethylene structures (Substitutionsand Reappropriations) - communicates, above all to
those of us who find ourselves experiencing a public space enclosed in glass, pressed between obligations
and prohibitions, where even an abandoned rucksack is cause for alarm, the idea of a world which is live,
accessible and practicable.
This openness allows Mazzucchelli to imagine a landscape for courtship, through a gesture which he
qualifies with the name “abandonment” (he quickly found the formula A.TO.A, art to abandonfor his
inflatables), a word which communicates a sense, according to its definition, of something brutal in its
cutting off of all relationships of cohabitation and responsibility. There is also a sense of negotiability,
as the curators of the exhibition, Iolanda Ratti and Sabino Maria Frassà, are eager to communicate,
underlining the social and anti-commercial role of this “abandoned” art- it should be said, without
any hint of controversy (in fact, the artist’s work was recently the subject of a one-man-show at the
ChertLüdde gallery in Berlin, and in June it will be presented at the Art Basel Future Fair).
The full scope of Mazzucchelli’s actions was already evident, above all, in his first abandonment (which
took place, significantly, at night). It was 26 May 1964, the artist was 25 years old, and found himself in
Saintes-Marie-de-la-Mer with his uncle, who was making a film. When darkness fell, he inflated a sort
of white plastic helix, which he left in the square. The photographs of this action open the exhibition: it
is the middle of the night, the square is empty. In its shadowy solitude, the inflatable has a certain alien
quality. A few months later, Mazzucchelli returned to the small town in the Camargue, this time with his
wife Giovanna, and abandoned another spiral inflatable on the deserted beach (it was the middle of the
winter. Giovanna is in one of the photographs, in another a horse can be seen, but it is clear how the work
had not yet become that instrument which catalyses a presence within a regime of predictability which
was to later define its character.

The image chosen for the poster advertising the exhibition of Franco Mazzucchelli at the Museo del
Novecento in Milan is a black and white photograph of a suburban area. One can see anonymous blocks
of flats (the picture was taken in Turin in 1971) and, in the centre, an enormous white inflatable ring. It
is surrounded by schoolchildren in uniform, with their satchels. In the foreground, the bag on the back
of a little girl stands out for the two small road signs sewn above the buckles: a blue circle with a white
arrow, (obligatory direction) and a red circle with a white strip (no entry).
Mazzucchelli’s work (here immortalised in a series of documentary photographs and the remains of

It took until 1970 for this to take form, with the action in Piazza San Fedele in Milan, and the one, the
following month, in Via Traiano, again in Milan (the native city of the artist), in front of the Alfa Romeo
factory. Here dozens of inflatables, initially abandoned in a playground, were courted and taken hostage
by a number of workers on their lunch break, who threw them around, laughing. The adult becomes a
child: they play. The inflatable is the ball which makes this play possible. An element of mediation and
cruelty (it deceives us), of circulation of desire. Its large dimensions make us small again.
The function of the work seems to be that of provoking the existence of a network of relationships,
created to combat the anxiety of abandonment. The situation which is created (and this exhibition is
constructed entirely around this form of monitoring) seems a little like those experiments in which the
theory of attachment examined the relationships between mother and son following a separation (a
typical case studied is the “first day at school”, which is why the poster image is so well chosen). The artist
claims to abandon his work, yet he does not leave (hence the title of the exhibition “I will never abandon
you”and opens with nothing less than an inflatable in the form of a chain). Instead he remains to observe,
photograph, film; he records the voices that emerge around the object, he transcribes them. He returns
to take it back. The exhibition shows a number of so-called “survivor” inflatables, or that which remains
of their old skin.
The word “survivor” and the word “prisoner” (Mazzucchelli speaks of the air in the inflatables as
“imprisoned air”), through their forcing of an organic behaviour within an inert matrix, introduce the
exhibition that the artist presented in 1972 at the Diagramma Gallery, entitled Caduta di pressione [drop
in pressure],which was composed of various works, all shown here: the barometer which measured the
air removed from the room by each visitor that entered; the table which showed the calculations of the
amount of oxygen consumed; the reports on experiments conducted on Jewish prisoners during the
war in decompression chambers (“until their lungs exploded”). One’s attention is captured by series of

self-portraits which show Mazzucchelli with his mouth and nose blocked by tubes and plastic objects,
preventing him from breathing. Here in place of the inflatable, space is dedicated to the man, and to a
reflection on the tragically brief life of both.
Exhibition title: Non ti abbandonerò mai. Franco Mazzucchelli, azioni 1964-1979
Opening dates: 4 March – 10 June 2018
Venue: Museo del Novecento
Address: piazza Duomo, Milan
Curators: Iolanda Ratti, Sabino Maria Frassà
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Salvami | Andata-ritorno is the new installation by Franco Mazzucchelli promoted by Ventura Centrale,
CRAMUM and FAS-Ferrante Aporti Sammartini Association with the support of Fondazione Cure Onlus,
Municipio 2 Milano and in collaboration with the Museo del Novecento, which will be presented from 16 to 22
April curated by Sabino Maria Frassà during the Milan Fuorisalone, in conjunction with the exhibition at the
Museo del Novecento Non ti abbandonerò mai.
Emanuele Magri: You have practically proposed a way of being an artist, that of the amateur, meaning that
being a professional artist, a careerist, means somehow being someone who has to earn a living in some way
and therefore is more subjected to blackmail, conditioning and in any case pressures, in short, a sold one more
easily.
Franco Mazzucchelli: The thing goes without saying because the actions I started doing in the ’60s could
not get an economic response and it is clear that I was excluded a priori from galleries, collectors, etc. .. Not
producing anything salable it was impossible a relationship of that kind and instead I am grateful to those who
invited me and paid me the materials to do these things. The first ones were paid by myself then at this point it
is clear that my business has been diluting until the eighties when I did not do anything anymore.

EM: The theory and the practice went together. You’ve also made big investments, like the big machine below.
FM: Yes, I always paid for everything by taking away financial resources from the family. That’s why amateur.

Now a large catalogue about these two-dimensional works – not just those on show- will also be published by
Silvana.

EM: But not in the sense of lack of preparation, you have two diplomas from the Academy, painting and
sculpture, you did not want to leave Brera anymore ….
FM: But there’s a reason. Because I attended the scientific high school without finishing it, I was a bad student,
so at some point I went to a public high school where I had very good professors, as Dino Formaggio professor
of philosophy, then I accidentally enrolled in a private Academy for the preparation for the the admission exam
to the Academy and so I entered and found everything easy, I was all right, with the first picture I won a prize
at Monza.

EM: Actually, before the Museo del Novecento, for the majority of the public, Franco Mazzucchelli’s paintings
were those of the Bieca Decoratione. How was it born?
FM: In ’72 I had done for Di Gennaro an environment. I had covered a whole space with inflatable panels
attached to the wall with those blocks with the very long screw without a frame, a sort of boiserie, everything,
including the ceiling, and many people asked me “you make paintings” but I did not want to do them. In short,
they wanted a piece of the site specific intervention. But I refused to make paintings.
I began to make paintings at the end of the Eighties when in Brera we were asked for works for various events
for charitable institutions and so on. I have always made very few drawings, almost nothing, and then mindful
of the experience by Di Gennaro I made the first checks and I did them only for charity and every year there
were those two three paintings for these occasions, Kennedy Foundation, Lilt etc. but I did not want to deny
everything I had done until then. But the years pass, pass, pass and at some point around the years 2000 the
solution was to find a title. The “Bieca Decoratione”, or abbreviated “BD”, in contrast to everything I had done
before and with that I felt acquitted. I declare it: everything that hangs on a wall becomes decoration and now I
have some re-thinking, perhaps even those that were earlier, in the Museo del Novecento, become decoration,
but they are not so alluring …

EM: They immediately realized that there was talent …
FM: Yes, it was fine and I had to recover the years I had lost, first the study failures then the military eighteen
months, then I took the artistic maturity I did not have, and at the beginning I did not like the professor of
painting. Even if I was doing painting I had already begun to use plastic material, at first I started with the
spatula, I used very little brush, it goes without saying that after I enrolled in the sculpture course.
EM: If I put myself in the guise of a collector I think I would like to have one of your pictures, or bas-relief if
we want to call it, one of your “Bieca Decorazione” or a two-dimensional work of those which are currently
exhibited at the Museo del Novecento. I think it’s right that there is this desire.
FM: The Bieca Decorazione started very late, while I made all the works that originated from the documentation
of my actions in the ’60s and’ 70s, but I did also small and two-dimensional works which were always different
because I always was looking for experiment. I took my pictures or I asked Cattaneo (Enrico Cattaneo is
the photographer who has documented half of Franco Mazzucchelli’s shares) to develop shots following my
indications (with an unprinted part), then I assembled and framed over the photo or the cardboard or I only
assembled without framing. Then I got bored because it was dangerous to use aluminum, plastic, glass. I bought
a half glass case (very light, now illegal, which I still have) because it is important that the plastic is under
glass, so that it does not become a special waste, toxic and harmful, and so instead it it becomes a relic of fifth
category … Framed and under glass assumes the value of relic.
EM: And anyway, you did not want to sell anything, even in the Inga Pin show … and you did not even sell
anything … even in the ’72-’73 show Caduta di pressione where it was recorded how much oxygen people
consumed, it was more a museum performance than an exhibition …
FM: Yes, he was the only one who believed it, he looked for me and made me a show of inflatables in ’69 I think.
EM: Those who saw these works of Mazzucchelli saw them in his house. Even now there are many on the walls,
and the exhibition at the Museo del Novecento was made with those. In short, the hypothetically salable works
were at home.
FM: Yes, but anyway nobody wanted them.
EM: In the Nineties they started asking you, but you did not want to sell them
FM: and besides there was not a gallery
EM: and you were not looking for it …
FM: Looking for it meant thinking about the career and I wasn’t thinking about it.
EM: Even at the Museo del Novecento you entered because Sabino Frassà has looked for you and has had the
patience to open drawers, to find things …
FM: Yes it is, before the Museo del Novecento it appeared sporadically. Sabino understood the nature of the
cycle, of the works itself, that goes beyond the documentation. The one at the Museo del Novecento was a
long and sometimes hard adventure. But thanks to Sabino and Iolanda Ratti (conservator of the Museum that
curates together with Frassà the exhibition ndr) an exhibition has come out that has excited me first of all.

EM: You say so … it’s all to see …
FM: Before the Bieca decorazione I have always been away from the pleasantness … At that point, acquitted, I
had a lot of fun because I like to work manually and build and I took this chance to give vent to the creativity I
had repressed in previous years.
EM: Do you think a collector would prefer to have a Bieca Decorazione work or one of those exhibited at the
Museo del Novecento?
FM: Today I think something from the Museo del Novecento exhibition. But it is not said. I once saw a customer
arriving at the Marconi gallery who wanted a green 30 x 40 cm painting that could fit in a suitcase, etc. Now I
can do it with the Bieca Decorazione and I would not feel guilty.
EM: Let’s go back to the Inflatables, (Gonfiabili). When I interview collectors, I ask them where they would like
to see their collection exposed. I ask you the same thing. Where could it be the ideal place for the inflatables
today?
FM: Here in Milan, the PAC garden seems to me the ideal place. Or Hangar Bicocca, for its height. Or in the
hall of the Caryatids in the Royal Palace, where I would make a big spiral like the one I put in the courtyard
of Brera, that was 8 meters high, I would make it up to the height of 15 or more meters that goes up to the
archive and occupies all the space. People would pass through the coils and the space would be continuously
recreated and reinvented. Each space wants something different. We need to study the best solution to make
the consistency between the artwork and the space feel.
EM: I think that today’s artists, compared to those of the ’60s, are closer to Piero Manzoni’s concept: my breath
in a balloon, rather than your air in a structure for the others. Even the game was, over the years, more “let me
have fun” by Palazzeschi rather than “let others play, I involve them”.
FM: Above all, it seems to me that today the artist delegates the work to others, he designs and others realize,
a bit like in past centuries. Does Cattelan build his works? I do not think so, they are beautiful, well-kept and
produced with perfect finishes, but there is an industrial or artisan workshop behind. Among those who make
the marble I know only Werner Dieter who still works with the bribe but usually one brings the project to an
external laboratory. Nowadays there is the numerical control with three axes and you do everything you want,
one makes the computer project, send the file and collect the sculpture at home. While if I did marble I would
have worked with my hands, but the problem is that it takes too much time, and while I do one thing I already
think about another. With the BD I see what I thought in two days. I have to do something else after fifteen
days, and in fact I have started and abandoned many things.

EM: There was resin between painting and PVC. Was the construction of the work with the resin longer?
FM: Much longer, first you have to do the drawing, the sketch, then the clay, then make the plaster mold, then
you have to prepare the mold with the release agents, the paints, then do the casting, control the temperature,
the room at 20-22 degrees, balance between accelerator and other products that help the catalysis, then finally
you can open and there is the polishing. In short, to make a traditional piece takes a long time …
In addition I used the gabraster of Montecatini that today will be banned because there were polluting products
and resin gives off a bad smell. One time this smell was interpreted as a gas leak, the firemen arrived and
destroyed ten sculptures. Because I bought the 200-liter stem of resin, I prepared the molds, in ten months I
prepared ten sculptures, then I poured the resin and escaped to Santa Margherita … That time they destroyed
everything
EM: PVC is the perfect, fastest material for you. have you thought about other alternatives in these 50 years?
From PVC to polyethylene or you see it as the same material?
FM: It’s the same thing, one is much easier and cheaper and more impactful and allows me to do things that I
can not do with PVC. It is even faster and very low-tech, easy to make, so low man-power. I feel great.
EM: It is the ephemeral for the ephemeral because it is a work that will last a week …
FM: The deal is that when I do these actions I do not take responsibility for the disposal of the work. Except for
a few pieces that I bring home because with them I realize the paintings.
As in Racconigi, a great sculpture on the lake made of ten spindles put together, one of which was red, prey
of the storks. These leftovers have been transformed into a work, Rec, Recupero (2006, 2007), remaking with
pieces of opera works that become Bieca Decorazione. Also A.TO A. are paintings made by children and adults
who are encouraged to draw by marking pens left avaiable which vent their need to intervene. Even at the
Messina Museum three years ago we had left a large work to be scratched and obviously the part at the child
level was thick with writing, while much less at the level where adults acted. In the past more adults intervened.
Today they are more rigid. And even in the case of the installation in Budapest or the one in China the same
thing happened: at the end the work is decomposed and becomes a two-dimensional something with the
overlapping of writings. This aspect was already present in the work at San Carpoforo (1975), a spontaneous
event, and I had taken away a piece of it, 2 square meters of written stuff.
EM: Perhaps your production concerning theatrical sets is less known. We want to talk about it?
FM: The scenographies. I created the sets rather than conceive them, which the set designer did. It is what I did
for the second act of the Wagner Opera, Valkyrie, I distorted it. It was ’98 or ’96, I do not remember. I have no
documentation, I have invoices, because those are the only things I did for money, I also had fun and they paid
me well. I have not done scenographies for twenty years. Nobody comes to propose it to me.
For Il lago dei cigni in Verona there was the problem of doing something on which you can float and then
polyethylene, ten inflators, a control unit, all so that you could control with a keyboard. Given the theme I
create, I remain more on the side of the implementer. When I did Autotono of Bussotti at the Teatro Stabile di
Treviso the theme was, in fact, something that swelled up. I made a box of 2 meters for two, studying the beats
of the orchestra because the blowers made a certain noise and therefore I had to coincide with the music and
so I filled the whole stage. But I didn’t knew the rules of the scenography and the fact that the stage is inclined.
When the structure swelled, it went to the proscenium and it partially came out of it, it was so big that it was
held back by the proscenium but the first six rows were a little crushed, this has impressed the set designer and
it was nice. It is occasionality, sometimes problems are solved there.
EM: Your works seem to me very suitable for contemporary dance.
FM: They used balls once. At the Teatro Regio in Parma the problem was that there had to be some spheres that
had to float, remain as if in midair, and then I found a very thin material and I managed to make these spheres,
I still have one. It happened that they put the helium and the ball of 1 meter and 20 went up in the air and they
could no longer pull it down. Then they tried with half air but it flew again, they did not put more helium and
went on the same because there was the suction of air from the pit to the proscenium. At the end they had to
make them heavier. It was a good lesson.

EM: Let’s talk about the work Salvami | Andata e Ritorno, the installation that will be presented, from 16 to 22
April, during the Fuorisalone in Milan.
FM: This work was born from an idea by Sabino who introduced me to the theme of the city divided by the
station, a neighborhood to be reunited … He described me the project two years ago, but then he dropped it.
Last July (2017) he callsed me while I was on a boat, and he said: “I need a project that brings together the city”
… I had a notebook with squares. I threw down a sketch, a scribble with a pipeline that begins and ends with
a “tank of air and breaths” in PVC that he presented to a so titled commission: Comune Municipio 2, Ventura,
FAS Association and Cure Foundation. They liked the idea and we have worked tirelessly since then, but my
doodle is the only existing project.
EM: Where did the pipeline idea come from?
FM: Because it was long, long. I confess, there is a patchwork. No one knows that the needle at Cadorna comes
out of the Malpensa ideally linking the two points … but if in that work I appreciate the idea of mending the
places, I strongly support that contemporary works should not last long. The works should last maximum
twenty years and then be replaced. Once the monuments conveyed great ideals, today what do they represent?
The sculptor and egocentricity, and we return to the previous speech. Generations change and the works should
also be changed … My work for the Fuorisalone is 200 meters, but it is born to last a week, then I will give back
to the city its spaces.
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Franco Mazzucchelli Converso / Milan
The church of San Paolo Converso, whose west end has been newly inaugurated as an exhibition space by
Franco Mazzucchelli’s (b. 1939) intervention, has served numerous functions since its sixteenth-century
construction: a storage depot, a concert hall, a recording studio and also currently an architect’s office. Here,
the artist’s monumental polyethylene inflation swells into every cavity of space: a model of soft sculptural
critique more than fifty years on from his first inflatables.
San Paolo’s side chapels and sanctuary, so clearly delineated when their crisp baroque curves are exposed,
are now muffled and shrouded by the opaqueness of the material, undermined of functional relevance:
the definition of mediated, restricted experience. White lines segment the structure, aerated by a large
industrial fan into a throbbing, almost larval body, whose motion and dimensions shift and distend with
the introduction of real human bodies within. This was always the public space of the church, a chapel for
lay worshippers walled off from the convent next door. Consequently, Mazzucchelli’s “riappropriazione” of
a public space with a long history of appropriation comes across less as an assault on an institution per se
than as an embodiment of our collective uncertainty about how public spaces should function in a world
where experiences have turned increasingly inward.
Pictures at an Exhibition presents images of one notable show every weekday.
Today’s show: “Franco Mazzucchelli: Pneuma” is on view at ChertLüdde in Berlin through Saturday,
April 14. The solo exhibition, the Milan-based artist’s first with the gallery, presents works made since
the early 2000s, including a new series “Bieca Decorazione” (“Banal Decoration”) that includes pieces
similar to an installation he created in 1972.

Wriggling through the compromised building’s structure to a vantage point at the top, the inflation fails to
threaten the original frescoes by Giulio and Antonio Campi. These works of illusionism were once designed
to extend the real experience of architectural space into a heavenly projection beyond; yet in the context of
this exhibition their form and meaning are distant abstractions. Mazzucchelli’s interventions were always
rooted in a spirit of collective socialization, toward a colonization of space free from class, gender and racial
distinctions. Now, as we look around at one another in search of new meanings, encased in our collective
shroud, we are left to question our augmented reality.
by Alex Estorick
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Ausstellungen

Bauhaus-Archiv – Museum für Gestaltung (☎ 25 40 02-0)
New Bauhaus Chicago: Experiment
Fotografie und Film. Mi-Mo 10-17 Uhr bis
5.3. Klingelhöferstr. 14
FHXB! Museum (☎ 50 58 52 33)
Ferngespräche. Videocollagen. Di-So 1019 Uhr bis 8.7. Adalbertstr. 95 A
Museum Europäischer Kulturen
(☎ 266 42 42 42)
100 Prozent Wolle. Di-Fr 10-17, Sa/So 11-18
Uhr bis 23.6. Arnimallee 25
Tieranatomisches Theater
(☎ 209 34 66 25)
Grrlt. – Abseits der Norm. Ausstellung zur
Geschichte der „Gurltschen Missbildungssammlung“: Filmische Installation,
Hörstücke, hist. Objekte u. a. Di-Sa 14-18
Uhr bis 30.6. Philippstr. 12-13
Topographie des Terrors (☎ 25 45 09 50)
„Im Dienst der Rassenfrage“ – Propagandafotografien im Auftrag des Reichsministers R. Walther Darré. tgl. 10-20 Uhr bis
12.5. Niederkirchnerstr. 8
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Geheime
Rhythmen

Adrien Missika,
„Better Safe
than sorry“,
2017
Foto: Courtesy
of the artist and
gallery
Francisco Fino

Alexander Levy

Bit by Bit: Eine Gruppenausstellung erkundet Konflikte unserer Zeit
Wer mag, kann sich ein paar Körner
aus dem Sack mitnehmen, den
Adrien Missika am Eingang der
Galerie Alexander Levy aufgestellt
hat. Es handelt sich um nichtpatentiertes Saatgut alter Kulturpflanzen,
Saatgut also, das über Generationen
hinweg traditionell weitergegeben
wurde und mit dem laut Saatgutverkehrsgesetz heute nicht mehr
gehandelt werden darf. Vom Ausstellungsbesuch zur Sortenrettung (für
Einsteiger) ist es damit nur ein kleiner Schritt. Um kleine Schritte und
deren große Wirkung geht es auch

galerie

sonst in der Gruppenausstellung
mit dem optimistischen Titel „Bit by
Bit, the World Is Growing Together“,
in der außerdem Sinta Werner, Nik
Nowak und Julien Discrit vertreten sind. Durchaus auch in Bezug
auf menschliche Gefühlslagen, wie
Missika mit einer Reihe Hygrometer
demonstriert: Sie zeigen weniger die
Luftfeuchtigkeit an, dienen vielmehr
als Gradmesser von Wetterfühligkeiten und Climate Anxieties.
Nicht mit ökologischen, sondern politischen Konfliktlagen beschäftigt
sich Nik Nowak. Die gezeigten Arbei-

ten umkreisen Nowaks Idee, an der
nord-/südkoreanischen Grenze die
Propagandasoundsysteme mittels
phasenverdrehter Schallwellen verstummen zu lassen – ein symbolhafter Akt, den Nowak nicht verwirklichen konnte. Selbst das Poster durfte
er nicht vor Ort drucken.
Dass ein Rückzug ins Private letztlich auch kein Ausweg ist, legen
in diesem Zusammenhang Sinta
Werners Aufnahmen von Zimmerpflanzen nahe: Ihr Titel „Spaltungsirresein“ wird zur Beschreibung für
den fiebrigen Zustand der Welt. bsh

Bis 7. 4., Di.–Sa.
11–18 Uhr,
Rudi-DutschkeStr. 26

ChertLüdde

Aufgeblasen: Franco Mazzuchellis PVC-Objekte

Franco Mazzucchelli, „Cono 1“, 2013. PVC, Luft, 600 cm ø 90 cm.
Foto: Trevor Lloyd; courtesy the artist and ChertLüdde, Berlin

Es liegt nahe, das Werk Franco Mazzuchellis als
Kommentar zur sprichwörtlich aufgeblasenen
Kunstwelt zu lesen. Der Künstler begann in den
1960ern mit Luft gefüllten PVC-Objekten zu
experimentieren. Solche legen sich einem in
der Galerie ChertLüdde, die Mazzuchelli derzeit
eine Einzelausstellung widmet, dann auch sogleich in den Weg. Weitere PVC-Objekte hängen
wie Bilder an den Wänden. „Bieca Decorazione“ lautet der Titel dieser Serie, hinterlistige
Dekoration also. Tückisch-ironisch ist sowieso
ziemlich viel an Mazzuchellis Praxis. Während
er mit „Bieca Decorazione“ die banale Konsumierbarkeit der Kunst aufs Korn nimmt, zelebrierte er mit seinen Interventionen „A. to A.“
(Art to Abandon) das exakte Gegenteil: Mazzuchelli setzte Kunstwerke in mehr oder weniger
urbanen Landschaft aus und ließ Passanten frei
auf sie reagieren. Von jenen Arbeiten blieben logischerweise lediglich Fotografien und Videos –
und tolle Geschichten. Man kann sie sich in der
Galerie erzählen lassen oder sich ganz einfach
an den soften Formen erfreuen. bsh

Bis 14. 4.,
Di.–Fr. 12–18,
Sa. 11–18 Uhr,
Ritterstr. 2a

Andreas Prinzing, Kurator

Einblick (712)
taz: Andreas, welche Ausstellung in Berlin hat dich zuletzt an- oder auch aufgeregt? Und warum?
Andreas Prinzing: Marianne Wex’ Ausstellung „Let’s take back our space“ bei Tanya Leighton war ein Highlight. In ihrem
Bildatlas aus eigenen Fotografien, Illustriertenaufnahmen und Textelementen
– 1977 erstmals in der nGbK präsentiert
– verhandelt sie „,Weibliche‘ und ‚männliche‘ Körpersprache als Folge patriarchalischer Machtverhältnisse’“. Schautafeln,
auf denen Gestik und Mimik von Statuen,
Medienbilder und alltägliche Körperhaltung einer Analyse unterzogen werden,
führen vor Augen, wie sich geschlechtsspezifische Stereotype und Verhaltensmuster fortschreiben. In beiden Galerien
installiert, war ein Gang über die Straße
nötig, das passte. Im Idealfall erstreckt
sich der Imperativ auch auf den institutionellen Raum – gehört diese hochaktuelle Arbeit doch in ein Museum.
Welches Konzert kannst du empfehlen?
Diesen Winter organisierte die Performance Agency im Archivio Conz in einem Moabiter Lagerhaus drei Abende

mit Musik und Performances. Ausgangspunkt von „Mass No. 1–3“ war das dort deponierte gigantische Archiv des Kunstsammlers Francesco Conz (1935–2010),
das Arbeiten mit einem Fokus auf Fluxus und Konkreter Poesie versammelt.
Ein Ort voller Überraschungen!
Welches Buch begleitet dich zurzeit
durch den Alltag?
Derzeit eher Fachliteratur, aber ich freue
mich auf Annie Ernaux’ „Die Jahre“. Schon
seit Langem begleiten mich die autobiografischen Bücher von Peter Kurzeck,
bei dem sich Geh- und Erzählbewegung
überlagern. Obwohl kaum etwas passiert,
entwickeln sie einen unglaublichen Sog.
Was ist dein nächstes Projekt?
Einige Texte, und im Herbst stehen Ausstellungen mit den Berliner KünstlerInnen Paul Sochacki und Raphaela Vogel
im Leopold-Hosch-Museum in Düren an.
Welcher Gegenstand des Alltags macht
dir am meisten Freude?
Mein Fahrrad. Bei klarer Kälte mit der
Klapperkiste morgens durch den Tiergarten zu radeln, ist wunderbar – vorausgesetzt, die Zwiebeltechnik stimmt.

Foto: Annabell Burger

Alexander Levy (☎ 25292221)
Bit by Bit, the World Is Growing Together.
Julien Discrit, Adrien Missika, Nik Nowak,
Sinta Werner. Di-Sa 11-18 Uhr bis 7.4.
Rudi-Dutschke-Str. 26
Alexander Ochs Private (☎ 240086680)
Das schöne Zimmer. Fiona Bennett,
Jan Muche, Benyamin Reich, Bettina
Sellmann. Di-Fr 12-18, Sa 10-18 Uhr bis
17.3. Schillerstr. 15
Arndt Art Agency / A3 (☎ 88 71 34 43)
Nora Garcia: Planted. Mo-Fr 10-18 Uhr bis
9. 3. Fasanenstr. 28
Berlinische Galerie (☎ 78 90 26 00)
Eduardo Paolozzi (1924–2005). Mi-Mo
10-18 Uhr bis 28.5. Alte Jakobstr. 124-128
BQ (☎ 23457316)
Why are my friends such finks,
1998–2018. Gruppenausstellung. Di-Sa
11-18 Uhr bis 14. 4. Weydingerstr. 10
ChertLüdde (☎ 261 36 40)
Franco Mazzucchelli: Pneuma. Di-Fr 12-18,
Sa 11-18 Uhr bis 14.4. Ritterstr. 2a
Decad
Philip Kojo Metz: The Mimicry Games. DoSa 14-19 Uhr bis 31. 3. Gneisenaustr. 52
Ebensperger (☎ 46065821)
Lea Draeger. 1000 ökonomische Päpste.
Mi-Sa 12-18 Uhr bis 3. 3. Plantagenstr. 30
Frankfurt am Main
Martin Skauen: Small Talk. Nach Vereinbarung über info@frankfurt-am.com
Wildenbruchstr. 15
Galerie Buchholz (☎ 88 62 40 56)
Forschungen an den Rändern der Schrift.
Michael Oppitz; Michael Krebber /
Albert Oehlen. Di-Sa 11-18 Uhr bis 10.3.
Fasanenstr. 30
Galerie Gilla Lörcher – Contemporary Art
RGB Paintings. Gonzalo Reyes Araos. MiSa 13-18 Uhr u. n. V. bis 23.3. Pohlstr. 73
Galerie Kornfeld (☎ 889225890)
Mehr Licht! Kuratiert von Ralf Hanselle.
Gruppenausstellung. Di-Sa 11-18 Uhr bis
10. 3. Fasanenstr. 26
Galerie Neu (☎ 2857550)
Birgit Megerle. Soft Power. Di-Sa 11-18 Uhr
bis 1. 3. Linienstr. 119 ABC
ifa-Galerie Berlin – Institut für Auslandsbeziehungen (☎ 22 67 96 16)
Riots: Allmähliches Aufkündigen der
Zukunft. John Akomfrah, Chto Delat, Dilip
Gaonkar & Liam Mayes, Gauri Gill u. a. DiSo 14-18 Uhr bis 1.4. Linienstr. 139-140
Isabella Bortolozzi Galerie
Ellen Cantor: My Perversion is the Belief
in True Love. Di-Sa 12-18 Uhr bis 24. 3.
Schöneberger Ufer 61
Kunstwerk blisse
Achim Maaz. Lwerk…Kunstwerk blisse
meets Art CRU Berlin. Mo-Fr 10-19 Uhr bis
2. 3. Blissestr. 14
Laura Mars Galerie
SPRING SPRING SPRING. Guy Allott, Fritz
Bornstück, Vitek Marcinkiewicz, Katrin
Plavčak, Martin Städeli u.a. Mi-Fr 13-19,
Sa 13-15 Uhr Bülowstr. 52
Nagel Draxler (☎ 40042641)
Hans-Jörg Mayer. Nora von Waldstätten.
Di-Sa 11-18 Uhr bis 10. 3.
Weydingerstr. 2/4
Oracle
Sancho Panza. Mi 15-21 Uhr und nach Vereinbarung über oracle@theoracle.works
bis 3. 3. Joachimsthaler Str. 14
Palastgalerie (☎ 01523 1721739)
Crossroads. Fritz Acksteiner, Max P.
Häring, Bernd Nordt. Gruppenausstellung. Di-Fr 13 -18, Sa 12-16 Uhr und nach
Vereinbarung, bis 6. 3. Reinhardstr. 3
Rasche Ripken Berlin (☎ 40 05 41 60)
10 Jahre, 10 Dinge, 10 Gäste. Anne
Berning, Felix Dobbert, Rachael Jablo,
Heike Mardo, Jens Reinert, Christoph
Roßner, Franz Schmidt, Hermann Teuber
u.a. Jubiläumsausstellung. Mi-Fr 13-19, Sa
12-18 Uhr bis 24.3. Linienstr. 148
Sammlung Scharf-Gerstenberg
(☎ 266 42 42 42)
Im Reich der Mistel-Druiden. Das
grafische Werk von Yves Tanguy. Di-Fr
10-18, Sa/So/Feiert. 11-18 Uhr bis 8.4.
Schloßstr. 70
SAVVY Contemporary
Berlinale Forum Expanded: Jasmina Metwaly: We Are Not Worried In The Least.
Do-S0 14-19 Uhr bis 11. 3. Plantagenstr. 31
Schinkel Pavillon
Jordan Wolfson. Do-So 12-18 Uhr bis 1. 4.
Oberwallstr. 1
Sprüth Magers
Axel Kasseböhmer. Di-Sa 11-18 Uhr
bis 7. 4. Oranienburger Str. 18
Thomas Fischer (☎ 74 78 03 85)
I dreamed I was leaving on a trip but I
forgot my money. Sammlung Kasper
König. Di-Sa 11-18 Uhr bis 31.3.
Potsdamer Str. 77-87
WNTRP (☎ 3 23 56 05)
Space Coordinates Paul Kuimet, Nina
Schuiki kuratiert von Nico Anklam. Di-Sa
11-18 Uhr bis 3. 3. Potsdamer Str. 91
Zwinger Galerie (☎ 28 59 89 07)
Käthe Kruse: aufgestanden, fortgegangen. Di-Sa 12-18 Uhr bis 17.3.
Mansteinstr. 5
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Zur Person
Andreas Prinzing (*1980) ist Kurator und
arbeitete unter anderem am Museum Ludwig in
Köln. Seit 2015 ist er als Assistent des Ausstellungsmachers Kasper König tätig und war in die
Planung der Skulptur Projekte Münster 2017
involviert. Mit einem Bein weiterhin im Rheinland,
betreut er parallel die Peill-Stiftung am LeopoldHoesch-Museum in Düren und publiziert regelmäßig (unter anderem in Camera Austria).
Aktuell läuft in der Galerie Thomas Fischer die
Ausstellung „I dreamed I was leaving on a trip but I
forgot my money“ mit Arbeiten aus der Sammlung
von Kasper König, die Andreas Prinzing gemeinsam mit Thomas Fischer kuratiert hat (siehe
Kunstkolumne auf S. 14).

Bernd Friedmanns Entwicklung in 17 Stücken? Das kann
bei dem in Berlin lebenden
Produzenten nie und nimmer genügen. Hat er doch allein schon fast so viele verschiedene Projekte in seiner Laufbahn im Alleingang
oder mit Kollegen betrieben,
am bekanntesten sein Alias
Burnt Friedman. Die Compilation „Anthology 1980–
2017“ soll denn auch weniger einen umfassenden
Überblick über sein Schaffen liefern als sich dem Phänomen Burnt Friedman von
den Rändern her nähern mit
Stücken aus 37 Jahren, die
nur auf Schallplatte vulgo
Vinyl erschienen oder überhaupt noch nicht veröffentlicht waren.
Friedmann, der 1978, also
mit 13 Jahren, anfing Musik
aufzunehmen, hatte von Anfang an einen besonderen Zugang zu Rhythmen. Gerades
Durchzählen von eins bis vier
war nie so seine Sache. Stattdessen hat er sich auf zunehmend komplexe „geheime
Rhythmen“ fernab westlicher
Taktordnung spezialisiert.
Dabei entstand eine ortlose ethnische Musik zwischen afrikanisch anmutendem Tribalismus, westlich geprägter Elektronik in
gemächlichem Tempo und
Dub-Reggae-Anleihen. Diesen Werdegang kann man
auch hier nachvollziehen,
fernab seiner kanonischen
Alben als Nonplace Urban Field, Flanger (mit Uwe
Schmidt alias AtomTM) oder
seiner „Secret Rhythms“-Serie mit dem im vergangenen
Jahr verstorbenen Schlagzeuggott Jaki Liebzeit.
Am erstaunlichsten sind
auf dieser Anthologie seine
drei bisher unveröffentlichten Stücke aus den 80er Jahren geraten. Sehr deutlich
kann man schon den späteren Burnt Friedman erahnen.
Weit entfernt, jugendliches
Dilettieren am Synthesizer
oder dem E-Bass abzubilden,
zeigen diese frühen Nummern, wie sich Friedmann
seine eigene Rhythmussyntax erarbeitet hat. Zugleich
kann man Verbindungslinien quer durch die Jahrzehnte herstellen.
Am stärksten vertreten
ist zwar die aktuelle Dekade
mit immerhin acht Nummern, doch beim Hören ist
man umso überraschter,
wie schwer sich die einzelnen
Tracks den verschiedenen
Phasen des Friedmann’schen
Schaffens zuordnen lassen.
Man hat es mit einer durch
und durch idiosynkratischen
Musik zu tun. Von dem Kaliber gibt es nicht viele Musiker. Weder hierzulande noch
auf der übrigen Welt.
Tim Caspar Boehme

Burnt Friedman: „Anthology 1980–2017“ (Nonplace/
Groove Attack)
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Press Release:
Since the early 1970s Franco Mazzucchelli has created environmental installations, in which infatable
volumes of joined sheets of polyethylene are made walkable and livable. These installations are called
Sostituzioni [substitutions] or Riappropriazioni [reappropriations], depending on whether they are
mounted in private interiors or outdoors. Both the Substitutions and the Reappropriations are intended
to disrupt the perception of a familiar place, be it a domestic environment or an urban fragment, and to
open a getaway from daily routine by suggesting an unfamiliar view of the surrounding space. In the case
of Re-appropriations, this attempt brackets out and isolates a portion of public space and exhorts people
to take over
that space
and redefne it—ultimately, to rediscover the potential of public space to solicit
Ghebaly
Gallery
spontaneous socialization, in which human encounters are freed of hierarchy, and class, gender and
Los Angeles, United States
ethnic differences become effaced. The Re-appropriations produce the occasion for people to regard their
own local community and the built environment with genuine curiosity.
We want to think that the installation Franco Mazzucchelli has created for Converso, although it is
mounted in an interior space, falls within the “category” of the Re-appropriations. Not only does it
inaugurate the program of a new exhibition space, encouraging the transformation of a public space with
its own layered history of functions, but it opens a social space, or a platform alien to the authority of the
social time that “out there” instead administers society. With this Re-appropriation we therefore abandon
any providential design associated with this place, embracing instead a policy of horizontality and
concreteness.
Outside the church we invited the artist to present occasionally a sculpture from the series called
Abbandoni [abandonments], infatable objects, made of PVC, conceived to be dispersed in the urban
landscape and freely appropriated by people. Our Abandonment resembles a chain—paradoxically
rendered open and soft, it is ineffcient, a mere simulacrum of power. Like past Abandonments that
became both playgrounds for children and barricades for striking workers, this chain asks people to make
of it what they will—they may, if they like, if they feel threatened by its symbolic value, tear it down once
and for all.

Franco Mazzucchelli (Milan, 1939) lives in Milan. He was professor of Techniques of Sculpture at the
Brera Academy of Fine Arts, in Milan. His works have been shown in historical exhibitions, including
“Volterra ’73” (1973), the 15th Milan Triennale (1973), the 37th Venice Biennale (1976) and the 11th
Rome Quadrennial (1986).
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The
Hague,
The Netherlands
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at Converso
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Franco Mazzucchelli, Riappropriazioni |
CONVERSO, Milano
We want to think that the installation Franco Mazzucchelli has created for Converso, although it is
mounted in an interior space, falls within the “category” of the Re-appropriations.
febbraio 24, 2017
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Franco Mazzucchelli, RIAPPROPRIAZIONE-Villa Reale di Monza-1978

« Time through art | A talk with locus athens

Enumerare le esistenze | Fonassi / Moro »

Il nome è mutuato da San paolo Converso e lo spazio espositivo è una chiesa sconsacrata (bellissima) nel centro di
Milano, oggi sede di CLS Architetti (Piazza S. Eufemia 3. Avevamo già saggiato delle proposte l’anno scorso: Angelic
Sister – curato da Jeanne Graﬀ – un progetto dedicato a una serie di performance con gli artisti Stefan Tcherepnin,
Anne Imhof, Mai-Thu Perret, John Armleder e Genesis Breyer P-Orridge.
Diretto da Alexander May, il progetto prende forma con il nome di Converso e si presenta come un’iniziativa dalle
proposte trasversali che abbraccia artisti di differenti generazioni, provenienza geografica e linguaggi espressivi.
La programmazione – a cura di May e Michele D’Aurizio – inizia con la personale dell’artista milanese Franco
Mazzucchelli, dal titolo Riappropriazioni (opening 26 febbraio, h. 18 e visitabile fino al 1 aprile 2017)
Dall’inizio degli anni Settanta Franco Mazzucchelli crea installazioni ambientali nelle quali volumi gonﬁabili realizzati
in polietilene sono resi percorribili e abitabili. Queste installazioni sono chiamate Sostituzioni o Riappropriazioni, a
seconda

che

siano

montate

in

un

interno

privato

o

in

un

esterno.

Tanto

le

Sostituzioni

quanto

le Riappropriazioni hanno la funzione di sconvolgere la percezione di un luogo familiare, sia esso un ambiente
domestico o un frammento di città, e aprire una via di fuga dalla routine quotidiana suggerendo uno sguardo inedito
sullo spazio circostante. Nelle Riappropriazioni, tuttavia, questo intento coincide conl’isolamento di una porzione di
spazio pubblico e con l’invito rivolto ai cittadini a impadronirsi di quello spazio e a ridefinirlo — a riscoprirlo per quella
che è la sua destinazione d’uso primigenia, ovvero la socializzazione spontanea, liberata da gerarchie ed esplorativa
delle diﬀerenze (di ceto sociale, di genere e di etnia). Le Riappropriazioni consentono ai cittadini di tornare a guardare
la propria comunità e l’ambiente costruito congenuina curiosità.
Vogliamo pensare che l’installazione che Franco Mazzucchelli ha creato per Converso, sebbene sia montata in uno
spazio interno, rientri nella “categoria” delle Riappropriazioni. Non solo essa inaugura la programmazione di un nuovo
spazio espositivo, favorendo la migrazione di funzioni di uno spazio pubblico attraverso la storia; ma inaugura
uno spazio della socialità, un luogo ovvero alieno all’autorità del tempo sociale che “fuori” invece amministra la

—

Franco Mazzucchelli, RIAPPROPRIAZIONE – Chiesa di San Carpoforo, 1976

civiltà. Con questa Riappropriazione vogliamo quindi anche abbandonare ogni disegno provvidenziale indotto dallo
spazio della chiesta; per abbracciare una politica dell’orizzontalità e della concretezza. (Da CS)

Franco Mazzucchelli
Riappropriazione
Opening: February 26, 2017, 6 pm
From February 26 to April 1, 2017, Converso presents “Riappropriazione,” an exhibition of Milan-based artist Franco

February 26 – April 1, 2017

Mazzucchelli.

Franco Mazzucchelli (Milan, 1939) lives in Milan. He was professor of Techniques of Sculpture at the Brera Academy of

Since the early 1970s Franco Mazzucchelli has created environmental installations, in which inﬂatable volumes of

Fine Arts, in Milan. His works have been shown in historical exhibitions, including “Volterra ’73” (1973), the 15th Milan

joined sheets of polyethylene are made walkable and livable. These installations are called Sostituzioni [substitutions]

Triennale (1973), the 37th Venice Biennale (1976) and the 11th Rome Quadrennial (1986).

or Riappropriazioni [re-appropriations], depending on whether they are mounted in private interiors or outdoors. Both
the Substitutions and the Re-appropriations are intended to disrupt the perception of a familiar place, be it a domestic
environment or an urban fragment, and to open a getaway from daily routine by suggesting an unfamiliar view of the
surrounding space. In the case of Re-appropriations, this attempt brackets out and isolates a portion of public space and
exhorts people to take over that space and redeﬁne it—ultimately, to rediscover the potential of public space to solicit
spontaneous socialization, in which human encounters are freed of hierarchy, and class, gender and ethnic diﬀerences
become eﬀaced. The Re-appropriations produce the occasion for people to regard their own local community and the
built environment with genuine curiosity.
We want to think that the installation Franco Mazzucchelli has created for Converso, although it is mounted in an
interior space, falls within the “category” of the Re-appropriations. Not only does it inaugurate the program of a new
exhibition space, encouraging the transformation of a public space with its own layered history of functions, but it
opens a social space, or a platform alien to the authority of the social time that “out there” instead administers society.
With this Re-appropriation we therefore abandon any providential design associated with this place, embracing instead a
policy of horizontality and concreteness.
Outside the church we invited the artist to present occasionally a sculpture from the series called Abbandoni
[abandonments], inﬂatable objects, made of PVC, conceived to be dispersed in the urban landscape and freely
appropriated by people. Our Abandonment resembles a chain—paradoxically rendered open and so�, it is ineﬃcient, a
mere simulacrum of power. Like past Abandonments that became both playgrounds for children and barricades for
striking workers, this chain asks people to make of it what they will—they may, if they like, if they feel threatened by
its symbolic value, tear it down once and for all.

—

Franco Mazzucchelli – A.TO A.- Volterra 1973 – Piazza dei Priori

Hauptstraße 18
10827 Berlin

+49 (0)30 35512054
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www.chertluedde.com

